
Let me take you on a trip through Switzerland, between Zurich and Basel, by train 
and tramway. You will see images that thousands of people see every day. They 
read newspapers, listen to music, make phone calls, talk together... They know the 
images outside but they take them for granted. Based on these examples we can 
show the variety of our built and designed environment and show the range of 
SPACESPOT activities that make people aware of their living environment.
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Encouraging young people to look closely at their living 
environment.

Helping young people to discover how things are 
connected.

Teaching young people to recognise that it is worth 
getting involved in the place where they live.
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Somewhere between Basel and Zurich. Green, agricultural area, between...



... one small town...



...and another village...



We pass a rather densely populated area. Towns and villages sprawl over 
the landscape. How can we make young people aware of this phenomenon 
which does not always seem to be obvious?
In our teaching materials WohnRaum - Living space we try to make young 
people aware of the changes within our environment and of the correlation 
between local and global aspects. One of six booklets treats the theme: 
Home and urban sprawl



An example: students aged 14 to 16 years old examine the edge of their 
hometown and illustrate it in drawings and pictures.



further on we see a nuclear electric power plant beside a farm...



and a vegetable garden beside an industrial area...



Inside the booklet which deals with the themes „Infrastructure and physical 
well-being“ we try to show that consumption of resources and 
environmental design have something to do with one another.



An example: tracing the paths of our water from the reservoir to the filter 
plant can change our perspective on the single-family home in the green 
countryside.



Continuing our way, near Basel, we see shipping containers standing about. 
They give us a perfect setting for an exercise concerning conversion and 
minimal housing.



In the booklet about land use the students analyse density of population in 
their own living quarters. They can also plan a housing complex in a 
predetermined density.



In this exercise the students construct a living unit for two persons, 
consisting of two containers. Among other things, they realise that building 
creates outdoor spaces.



Along the railway we see many different kinds of surfaces and structures.





By creating different surfaces in different materials, the students recognise 
the variety of aesthetic, acoustic, climatic and tactile qualities.



There are many bridges in Switzerland. We had the opportunity to create 
teaching materials for the swiss television network. 13 short films in the 
television series „Building Switzerland“ show how architects, engineers and 
planners are striving to find new and different solutions.  



Based on quotes from the film, we created little exercises.



Accompanying the film about the „Landwasserviadukt“ we show different 
types of bridges: arch bridges, beam bridges and suspension bridges.



After some theory the students build their own bridge out of paper.





Pulling into the Basel railway station we unconsciously pass several 
examples of high-quality architecture. 

















From the tramway in Basel we see different kinds of neighbourhoods.



7 to 9 year old pupils in Zurich observe their neighbourhoods



First, they make some drawings of their points of interest.
After visiting the city model, they make more drawings.



Coached by architects, they build their dreamtown



We want the students to be curious about their town - what it looks like and 
why it changes



18-year old students did an exercise in „town-observation“





A glimpse of the courtyard of the „Kunstmuseum Basel“. The heaviness of 
the building and the light in it...



A visit to a motorway-chapel and the creation of a „Lightbox“ show the 
students that daylight is a material to create space with.



Thank you for your attention.

Petri Zimmermann - de Jager
dipl. arch. ETH BSA
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